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Abstract: At present, with the development of waterborne transport vehicles, research on ship faces a new round of challenges in terms of intelligence and autonomy. The concept of maritime autonomous surface ships (MASS) has been put forward by the International Maritime Organization in 2017, in which MASS become the new focus of the waterborne transportation industry. This paper elaborates on the state-of-the-art research on motion control of MASS. Firstly, the characteristics and current research status of unmanned surface vessels in MASS and conventional ships are summarized, and the system composition of MASS is analyzed. In order to better realize the self-adaptability of the MASS motion control, the theory and algorithm of ship motion control-related systems are emphatically analyzed under the condition of classifying ship motion control. Especially, the application of intelligent algorithms in the ship control field is summarized and analyzed. Finally, this paper summarizes the challenges faced by MASS in the model establishment, motion control algorithms, and real ship experiments, and proposes the composition of MASS motion control system based on variable autonomous control strategy. Future researches on the accuracy and diversity of developments and applications to MASS motion control are suggested.
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1. Introduction

In September 2015, Lloyd’s Register of Shipping (LR), Quinatiq Group and Southampton University jointly published the “Global Mar. Technol. Trends 2030” report, in which the topic of intelligent ships is listed as one of the eight key marine technologies in the future [1]. In June 2017, the 98th Session of the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) was held at the IMO headquarters in London. This meeting puts forward the concept of maritime autonomous surface ships (MASS) on the basis of various names like “unmanned ships”, “smart ships”, “intelligent ships”, “remote-control ships”, and “autonomous ships”, etc. MASS is defined in such a way that the ships can operate independently to various degrees of interaction with humans [2]. It is recommended by IMO that the shipping industry and related research institutes should invest in relevant research on marine autonomous ships as early as possible and develop different levels of smart or autonomous ships. There were four levels of autonomy for MASS that
were proposed at the 99th Session of the MSC [3] and further identified at the 100th MSC Session for scoping exercise [4], as shown in Table 1. The objectives described in this paper are remotely controlled and fully autonomous MASS, that is degree three and degree four in Table 1.

Table 1. Autonomy levels of marintime autonomous surface ship (MASS) [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree one</td>
<td>Ship with automated processes and decision support.</td>
<td>Seafarers are on board to operate and control shipboard systems and functions. Some operations may be automated and at times be unsupervised but with seafarers on board ready to take control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree two</td>
<td>Remotely controlled ship with seafarers on board.</td>
<td>The ship is controlled and operated from another location. Seafarers are available on board to take control and to operate the shipboard systems and functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree three</td>
<td>Remotely controlled ship without seafarers on board.</td>
<td>The ship is controlled and operated from another location. There are no seafarers on board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree four</td>
<td>Fully autonomous ship</td>
<td>The operating system of the ship is able to make decisions and determine actions by itself.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At present, USVs are the main research fields of MASS, which are used in security, investigation, scientific research and other fields. In the future, MASS will gradually become an important carrier of the shipping industry. With the rapid increase of cargo volume, the increase of shipping routes, and the rapid development of shipbuilding technology, how to control MASS to complete the work safely and efficiently becomes an important prerequisite for adapting to the current application. If a MASS cannot adjust the motion control strategy according to the external environment, it is difficult to realize accurate control, which will increase the navigation risk of MASS. Considering the inherent characteristics of the large-scale MASS such as signal delay and large inertia, accurate and stable motion control is always challenging. All in all, how to design a suitable motion controller is the key to realizing MASS navigation.

Following this introduction, Section 2 presents the research status and characteristics of MASS and proposes the system composition of MASS. Section 3 classifies ship motion control. Section 4 describes and summarizes the relevant theories and methods of ship control. Finally, the challenge of research on motion control of MASS is put forward and the future research directions are given in Section 5. The main contribution of this paper is to describe the MASS as the object, and the ship motion control algorithm is discussed in detail. Especially the application of intelligent optimization algorithms and artificial intelligence algorithms in the field of ship motion control is summarized. Finally, the fusion schematic of the algorithms is drawn. Based on these, a set of variable autonomous control strategy is proposed, which is applicable to the entire autonomous navigation of MASS for future research.

2. Characteristics and System Composition of MASS

At present, USV, as a kind of intelligent ship, provides the basis and development direction for the further research of MASS motion control. In particular, as a large-scale MASS for the transport industry, the different sizes of MASS lead to significant differences in maneuverability and motion control. Based on this, this Section 2 mainly expounds the research status, characteristics, and system composition of MASS.

2.1. Research Status of USV

According to the Navy Unmanned Surface Vehicle Master Plan [5], “unmanned” is defined as “it can be unmanned, can also be manned or tested and evaluated, with varying degrees of autonomy,” while “surface vessel” emphasizes that the ship has close and continuous contact with the water.
According to the weight of the USV, it can be divided into small (<1 ton), medium (<1000 ton), large (<1000 ton) and super large (>1000 ton) [6]. At present, small or medium unmanned vessels are from 2 m long to 15 m long, weighing from 1.5 ton to 10 ton, with a maximum speed of 35 knot [6]. According to the characteristics of the type, the application and the way of propulsion [6–13], USV can be classified as follows.

- Classification according to ship types: USV has a variety of ship types, including planning boat, hydrofoil boat, single-hull ship, multi-hull ships and so on. In order to improve the stealth performance and platform stability, it can even be designed as semi-submersible. The ships developed in the early period are mostly single hull. With the development of technology, the development of the catamaran has increased and the trimarans have also been involved because they have higher system stability and can reduce the risk of USV navigation. Besides, according to the different functions, the USV hull developed by various countries has many characteristics in material and form, most of them are rigid shell inflatable boats, mainly because of their stronger durability and payload capacity.

- Classification according to applications: USV has a wide range of applications in civil and military fields, such as environmental monitoring, meteorological forecasting, marine biology research, deep water sample collection, hydrological observation, nautical chart drawing, underwater communication relay, marine resource exploration and exploitation, territorial surveillance, etc. The application of USV in the civil field is more and more extensively, which not only provides a guarantee for marine exploration and ship navigation safety but also provides data support for scientific research.

- Classification according to ways of propulsion: USV can be propelled by traditional propeller and rudder, hydraulic jet propulsion, methanol fuel cells or full electric propulsion, and even new environmentally friendly propulsion methods such as solar energy, windsurfing, and ocean energy. Generally speaking, USV is generally promoted by clean energy, and a few by mixed propulsion, which shows that the current development of USVs has strong development potential.

Among them, USVs have a strong load capacity and transportation function, which is mainly used in the military and scientific research field. Although it is not involved in the transportation industry, it can be used as the model form of large MASS, which can provide the foundation for the research and development of MASS.

2.2. Research Status of MASS

Currently, the development of MASS is gradually increasing in the world. China, France, Finland, Germany, Norway, The Netherlands, the UK and so on all conduct research in MASS related projects [14–20]. In addition, countries are also constructing autonomous surface ship test sites at the same time to create conditions for future ship test research [21–26]. As shown in the Figures 1 and 2, there is no detailed description here.
2.3. Characteristics of Large MASS

The large MASS described in this paper refers to a ship with a length of more than 150 m according to the IMO ship construction [28], which is currently in the stage of step-by-step research. The research on large conventional ships focuses on the structure and maneuverability of its hull model [29–32], propulsion and power system control [33–36], risk analysis [37,38], etc. However, the research on motion control in course control, docking and trajectory tracking are mostly concentrated in the stage of simulation and verification (Section 4). Whether large MASS or conventional transport ships, the maneuverability characteristics of large ships are as follows:
• Large mass, large inertia, long-stroke, slow disappearance of remaining speed. When a ship has just stopped, the ship speed drops rapidly due to the large resistance. However, as the ship speed decreases, the ship resistance decreases accordingly. It is more difficult to stop the ship completely. Generally, when the ship speed is 3–4 knots, it has no rudder effect, so the performance of emergency stopping is poor.

• Poor turning performance. Because of its large size, the rudder control has a certain rudder turning rate, so course stability and responsiveness are poor.

• Weak response of rudder angles. The rudder angle within 5° has little effect and must be corrected with a large rudder angle [39].

• Susceptible to external interfere factors. As the ship scale is very large, the ship area above the waterline is affected by wind and the influence of current is increased. When the large ship suffers crosswinds, its drift velocity can reach 4–5% wind speed [40].

• Ship–ship and ship-bank effects. When docking, the pressure difference between the side of the ship and the water and the shore wall causes the ship to be “dragged”. Generally, when the distance between the ship and the shore reaches 1.7 times the width of the ship, the influence of the shore wall can be shown [41]. This effect becomes larger with narrower channel width, shallower water depth, closer ship to shore, higher speed and larger ship shape.

2.4. System Composition of MASS

The system structure of MASS is shown in Figure 3. It takes the powered hull as the platform, carries communication equipment, control equipment, and special functional equipment, and completes the remote control of the ship through the ground base station or the control center of the ship. A MASS system is mainly divided into three parts: the ship station, shore station, and the communication system.

Figure 3. System composition of MASS.

Among them, the ship station mainly includes hull structure, propulsion, and power system, data acquisition system and GNC (guidance navigation and control) system. Among them, the GNC
system is the core system of MASS motion control, which controls the action of ships. A good GNC system is the key to the safe and autonomous navigation of ships. Furthermore, the intellectualization of MASS can not only be reflected in the use of various advanced navigational equipment. The core of it is to enable ships to have the ability to observe, think and deal with problems as human beings, which is one of the key and difficult points for future development.

3. Classification of Motion Control for MASS

Intelligent navigation technology is one of the key technologies for MASS, and it is the core of the ship’s motion. How to accurately control the ship from destination A to destination B is a complicated process. It requires classification of the motion state during the entire motion and seeks precise control methods for different types of motion.

The establishment of a ship’s motion model is very important for effective motion control. In terms of ship motion models, most studies build a model based on three degrees of freedom (3-DOF), or add roll control to build a 4-DOF model, very few of which are 6-DOF models [42–45], as shown in Figure 4. The model categories used are usually based on the hydrodynamic model and responsive model. The hydrodynamic models are usually divided into the Abkowitz model [46] and the maneuvering mathematical model group (MMG) model [47]. Besides, there are other improved or simplified models based on two types of models [42], as shown in Table 2.

Based on the mechanical structure, surface ships can be divided into full-actuated ships and under-actuated ships. The difference between full-actuated and under-actuated ships is whether the control input dimension is equal to the degree of freedom of the ship. Although the model of the full-actuated and under-actuated ships is different, the types of ship motion are the same. The MASS motion control schematic is shown in Figure 5, and the types are shown in Table 3.
Table 2. Ship model types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Types</th>
<th>Specific Types</th>
<th>Formulas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Hydrodynamic model     | Whole ship model (Abkowitz model [46])| \[
\begin{aligned}
m(\dot{u} - vr - x_G r^2) &= X(u, v, r, u, v, r, \delta) \\
m(\dot{v} - ur - x_G r^2) &= Y(u, v, r, u, v, r, \delta) \\
I_z \dot{r} + mx_G (\dot{v} + ur) &= N(u, v, r, u, v, r, \delta)
\end{aligned}
\]
| Modular type model     | (MMG model [47])                      | \[
\begin{aligned}
m(\dot{u} - vr - x_G r^2) &= X_H + X_R + X_P \\
m(\dot{v} - ur - x_G r^2) &= Y_H + Y_R + Y_P \\
I_z \dot{r} + mx_G (\dot{v} + ur) &= N_H + N_R + N_P
\end{aligned}
\]
| Responsive model       | Such as Nomoto model [48]             | \[
T_1 \ddot{r} + (T_1 + T_2) \dot{r} + a_1 \dot{r} + b_1 r^3 = K(\delta + \delta) + K T_2 \delta
\]
| Other models           | Such as Fossen model [42]             | \[
M \dot{v} + C(v) v + D(v) v + g(\eta) + g_0 = \tau + \tau_{\text{wind}} + \tau_{\text{wave}}
\]

Table 3. Ship motion control types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Control Object</th>
<th>Propulsion and Power System</th>
<th>Control Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Ship speed control</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Engine and propeller</td>
<td>Propeller rotation speed (RPS/RPM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Course control</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Rudder</td>
<td>Rudder angle (degree/radian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Stabilization</td>
<td>Course, speed and path</td>
<td>Engine, propeller and rudder</td>
<td>Propeller rotation speed and rudder angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Path-following</td>
<td>Path</td>
<td>Engine, propeller and rudder</td>
<td>Propeller rotation speed and rudder angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Trajectory tracking</td>
<td>Trajectory</td>
<td>Engine, propeller and rudder</td>
<td>Propeller rotation speed, rudder angle and time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Path planning, obstacle</td>
<td>Path</td>
<td>Engine, propeller and rudder</td>
<td>Propeller rotation speed and rudder angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avoidance and guidance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Automatic docking</td>
<td>Course, speed and path</td>
<td>Engine, bow/stern thruster and rudder</td>
<td>Bow/stern thruster speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) Multi-ships formation</td>
<td>Course, speed and path</td>
<td>Engine, propeller and rudder of ships, ship-to-ship communication systems</td>
<td>Propeller rotation speed and rudder angle of ships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cooperative control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among them, the last three categories focus on how to choose the appropriate control strategy, and the essence is still the control of the course, path, and speed. Besides, the multi-ship formation of cooperative control also adds complex communication systems. The final goal of autonomous docking is to maintain attitude, so it belongs to the stabilization. Therefore, this article only introduces the first five items.

1. Ship speed control

For the traditional diesel engine ships, the speed is controlled by the engine telegraph and adjusted in different grades. For electric propulsion ships, speed control is mainly to control the rotation speed of the propeller, which can be adjusted arbitrarily in a certain range. It has great significance for the navigation of the MASS, maintaining the course and navigation of the ship according to the prescribed route.

2. Course control

In ship attitude control, course control is very important. For ships with rudder and propeller control, the course control can be attributed to the rudder control. For ships with vector thrusters such as pod propulsion and shaftless rim driven thruster, the course is controlled by the steering
of vector thrusters. The course control mainly includes two aspects: stability and mobility, shown in Figure 6. In order to shorten the sailing time and reduce fuel consumption, the ship can maintain a straight-line navigation at a certain speed, which is ship course stability. When the ship needs to avoid other ships or obstacles while sailing on a predetermined route, or navigating within a limited channel, it is necessary to change the speed and course in time, which is the ship course mobility.

![Figure 6](https://example.com/figure6.png)

**Figure 6.** MASS stability and mobility of course.

The design of the general course controller has no speed control [49,50]. Because controlling the course and speed at the same time increases the complexity [51], they are usually independent. However, in a ship with double thrust, it is necessary to adjust the speed of the double propellers to achieve course control. At this time, the course control and speed control are coupled to control [52].

3. Stabilization control

Due to the requirements of various practical mission, it is necessary for the MASS to maintain its position by relying on its own, that is stabilization control. It mainly includes dynamic positioning (DP) and docking control. Among them, docking control is much more difficult than tracking control, because all degrees of freedom (DOF) of system configuration or attitude must be stabilized. Due to the importance and challenge of theoretical research, the stabilization control has become a focus of attention. At present, large-scale cargo ships mainly rely on tugboats [53–56], but in the future MASS should be automatically docking.

4. Path-following control

The path-following problem is the geometric position tracking without considering time. According to the geometry of the flight path, the path-following control problem can be divided into two categories: linear path-following control and curve path-following control. From the point of view of the control object, there is no essential difference between them, but from the point of view of controller design, the main difference is that the linear path-following control is a stabilization control in a smaller area near the equilibrium point. That means a certain linearization of the model or ignoring the lateral drift can meet the control requirements under certain conditions. In contrast the curve path-following control needs to consider the ship maneuvering motion, and the lateral drift cannot be ignored.

5. Trajectory tracking control

Trajectory tracking problems require the system to arrive at a specified location at a specified time, which is generally much more difficult than the path-following. However, in the case of uncertain speed, due to the lateral drift, the path-following control problem of the curve is not easier to implement than the trajectory tracking control problem. In addition, trajectory tracking is often for partial variables, so it is unrealistic to require all variables of the system to track their trajectories independently. In actual navigation, most of the trajectory tracking control belongs to the path-following problem. These two kinds of trajectory controls are illustrated in Figure 7.
To sum up, the change of ship speed and course is realized by controlling the rudder and the propeller. Path-following, trajectory tracking, and stabilization control are typical under-actuated control problems. If the bow/stern thruster is installed, the whole control system will approach the full-actuated. The path-following is the control of the fixed path, and the trajectory tracking is the tracking control that changes with time. There is a progressive relationship between them. Dynamic positioning is the most basic fixed point stabilization control. In addition to the need for fixed-point stabilization control during navigation, when the ship stops navigation, it can take automatic docking.

No matter what type of ship motion, the adaptability and robustness of control are the evaluation criteria of the ship control effect. Adaptive control is a set of control methods defined by means, and robust control is a set of control methods defined by purpose. Ship adaptive control refers to the control algorithm that responds to the uncertainties of the ship system by adjusting the controller parameters online, while ship robust control refers to all the control algorithms that use the deterministic controller to deal with the uncertainties of the ship control system. In the process of adaptive control, the uncertainties of system parameters, the changes of state and disturbance need to be adjusted by control algorithms such as intelligent algorithm and observer [57–59]. While introducing the idea of self-adaptation into the research of the ship controller, the whole system has strong robustness. Ship control algorithms are discussed as described in Section 4.

4. Motion Control Algorithms

This paper mainly discusses the research of ship motion control algorithms in recent five years. From the classical algorithms to the intelligent algorithms, the application and improvement of algorithms are described step by step. The application of algorithms to different ship motion types and the situation of ship field which has not been applied are summarized. It will provide research direction for the better realization of the automatic control of ships in the future. Next, according to the algorithms applied to ship motion types and the research progress of these algorithms, the application of the control algorithm in the field of ship motion will be expounded.

4.1. Discussion on the Application Algorithm of Ship Motion Control

4.1.1. Course Control

For the research of ship course control, the basic algorithms used include proportion integral derivative (PID) [60], fuzzy logic control [61], predictive control [62], sliding mode control [63], active disturbance rejection controller (ADRC) [64] and artificial intelligence (AI) [65] algorithms, etc. On this basis, the improved course control effect is achieved through algorithm improvement. For example, neural network (NN) [60] and ant colony algorithm (ACA) [66] are used in PID parameter optimization. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [67] and genetic algorithm (GA) [68] are applied to fuzzy controller parameter optimization. The firefly algorithm (FA) is applied to backstepping control for parameter optimization [69]. Improvements are made to the basic algorithm itself, such as the fractional-order...
PID controller [70,71] and the ADRC algorithm [72] in the ship course control. For AI technology, research on deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithm applied to course control of underactuated ships [65]. In addition, the prediction algorithm combined with the sliding mode algorithm [73] or the neural network algorithm [74], the fuzzy control algorithm combined with the sliding mode algorithm [75] or the neural network algorithm [76], ADRC combined with the fuzzy control [77] or support vector machine (SVM) [78] also have better control of the course of different types of ships under different conditions.

4.1.2. Stabilization Control

For the ship stabilization control research, the basic algorithms used include PID [79], fuzzy logic control [80], predictive control [81], sliding mode control [82], ADRC [83], etc. On this basis, an optimization algorithm is combined with a basic algorithm, such as GA and PID [79], artificial bee colony (ABC) and ADRC [84]. In addition, the combination of predictive algorithm and fuzzy control [80], PID algorithm [85], or the introduction of disturbance observer all adopt different methods to ensure ship stability [86]. The research on automatic docking and undocking control of ships is mainly based on the combination of neural network and PID [87–92].

4.1.3. Path-Following Control

For the path-following, the basic algorithms used by researchers include PID [93], fuzzy logic control [94], predictive control [95], sliding mode control [96], ADRC [97] and AI algorithm [98], etc. The basic algorithms can be combined, such as the combination of fuzzy control and PID algorithm [93], the combination of prediction algorithm and PID algorithm [99], the combination of sliding mode and backstepping control [96], etc. In recent years, the application of AI algorithms in path-following has been increasing. For example, reinforcement learning (RL) [98,100], RL based on neural network [101], combination of RL and sliding mode control [102] and DRL [100] are gradually applied to ship path-following, which improves the adaptability and achieves good results.

4.1.4. Trajectory Tracking Control

For ship trajectory tracking, the basic algorithms used include PID [50,103–105], ADRC [106] and AI algorithm [107], etc. Optimization algorithm combines with other algorithms, such as GA combined with PID [50], PSO combined with fuzzy logic control [108] or ADRC [109], neural network combined with predictive control [104], feedback control combined [110] or backstepping control combined [111,112]. In addition, the introduction of disturbance observer [113] and RL algorithm [107] in sliding mode control can achieve trajectory tracking under different conditions. According to Section 3, the aim of course and trajectory control is to achieve obstacle avoidance and safe navigation. Therefore, in addition to the above mentioned, other intelligent optimization algorithms, such as artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA) [114,115], Tabu search (TS) [116], can also better achieve ship obstacle avoidance control.

In summary, different control algorithms are widely used in different types of ship motion control, and the research of each algorithm itself is constantly improving and deepening. Detailed research status can be seen in Section 4.2.

4.2. Description of Ship Motion Control Algorithms

4.2.1. Proportion Integral Derivative Algorithm

PID controller is the most widely used industrial controller, and it has simple and fast features. As early as the 1970s, the DP controller based on PID became the first controller to be used in the ship’s dynamic positioning system. On this basis, Fossen [117] proposed a nonlinear PID control method to enhance the adaptability and robustness of the control system. With the development of fractional calculus theory, researchers have extended it from first order to fractional order PID,
that is $\text{PI}^\lambda \text{D}^\mu$ [70,71]. Compared with the traditional PID controller, the fractional-order PID controller has stronger robustness and flexibility because it has two parameters, the integral order $\lambda$ and the differential order $\mu$.

Although the PID algorithm is simple and easy to use, the control effect on complex nonlinear systems is still poor, and the PID controller with fixed parameters cannot meet the precise control requirements of the time-varying system. Later, relevant scholars have improved the parameters optimization of PID, and designed such as Universal Autonomous Control and Management System (UACAMS) [118] to adjust the parameters on-line. Especially for fractional-order PID controllers, due to the introduction of $\lambda$ and $\mu$, the controller needs to adjust five parameters. The introduction of five adjustable parameters improves the control accuracy of the controller, but also further increases the difficulty of parameter tuning of the controller. At present, the optimization algorithm is applied to the optimization of PID control parameters. For example, ACA [66], GA [50,79], PSO algorithm [70] and NN algorithm [87–92,119] are applied to the controller to modify the PID parameters, which adapts to different operating conditions of ships and solves the problems of difficult adjustment of PID parameters and poor self-adaptation.

In addition, the combination of PID and other algorithms can also achieve better optimization results. The combination of the PID algorithm and the fuzzy control algorithm can avoid the big gyration in path tracking control [93,120]. The idea of predicting is introduced into the PID algorithm, that is, the optimal value of the PID gain is calculated by the gain calculated by the predictive control algorithm, which is applied to the ship autopilot [121]. Combining PID with the LQR algorithm, an automatic position tracking controller for a dual-propulsion UAV is designed [122]. The principle of the PID and its improvement combined with other algorithms are shown in Figure 8.

**Figure 8.** The principle of the proportion integral derivative (PID) and its improvement combined with other algorithms.

### 4.2.2. Fuzzy Logic Control Algorithm

Fuzzy logic control is abbreviated as fuzzy control. It is a control algorithm that can effectively and conveniently implement human control strategies and experience and has low requirements on the model of the control object. The essence is to achieve adaptive control with inaccurate mathematical models. It is often used in risk prediction control because it can solve scientific problems under model uncertainty [37,123]. Compared with the disadvantage that the PID algorithm needs to constantly adjust the parameters in the case of variable speed, the application of fuzzy control in anti-jamming motion control of ships will have better adaptability [61]. Therefore, fuzzy control and PID often deal with problems in various ways.

In addition to the combination of fuzzy logic control and PID to adjust the parameters of PID [93,120], the error integral and differential in the principle of PID can also be used to design
the fuzzy control rate to solve the problem of ship course control in low-speed motion [103]. The combination of fuzzy control and simple control structure of PD can form a kind of non-linear PD control, called S plane control algorithm, which has been applied in motion control of USV [124,125]. In the control strategy, it can be processed in stages. For example, in ship course control, the required course angle is selected by a fuzzy controller to eliminate the tedious calculation of the radius of curvature at a turning point, and then the instantaneous course is corrected by PD [126]. Considering the nonlinearity and fuzziness of ship dynamic positioning, PID can be used to calculate ship motion data, then data mining technology can be used to calculate the support degree of fuzzy rules [127].

Because the fuzzy rule base in the fuzzy control can not change with the environment, an optimization algorithm with self-learning characteristics is introduced on the basis of the fuzzy PID control. For example, GA is used to optimize the parameters of adjusting factors of control rules [68]; NN is introduced to design adaptive neural fuzzy control algorithm, then least squares and adaptive neural fuzzy control algorithm are used to calibrate and adjust parameters [128]; and PSO is used to optimize parameters to realize fuzzy control of autopilot [67,108].

Fuzzy control can also be combined with other algorithms. For example, it can be combined with predictive control [80] or sliding mode control to solve multi-performance constrained sliding mode control problems [75]. Or we can integrate dynamic surface control (DSC) technology and minimal learning parameter(MLP) method to construct an approximation control system of the T-S fuzzy system [94]. Fuzzy logic combined with linear quadratic regulator (LQR) is used to adjust the feedback gain of the closed-loop controller [129]. Or it adjusts control parameters online and combines linear quadratic gaussian (LQG) to control ship motion [130]. The principle of fuzzy control and its improvement combined with other algorithms are shown in Figure 9.

4.2.3. Model Prediction Control Algorithm

The model predictive control (MPC) algorithm was initially applied in industry. Because of its ability to deal with multivariate, non-linear features, and its robustness, it is widely used in the field of ships. The core of MPC is a predictive model, feedback correction and rolling optimization. Its idea has nothing to do with the specific model, but its implementation is related to the model. There are dozens of predictive control algorithms, among which the most representative are model algorithmic control (MAC), dynamic matrix control (DMC) and generalized predictive control (GPC). MAC is predictive control based on the impulse response model and DMC is predictive control based on the step response of the object. Based on the above two prediction algorithms, GPC introduces the idea of adaptive control, which is suitable for uncertain structural systems and complex systems. The research
shows that the application of the basic predictive control algorithm in ship motion control has good
effect, such as DMC control [62] and non-linear model predictive control [81].

In terms of control strategies, researchers have made various designs. In the case of wind and
wave disturbance, the control signal can be separated. One part cancels the wind force and modifies
the control constraints, the other part is the control quantity calculated by GPC after the constraints are
adjusted [131]. Because of the complexity of MPC, the treatment of it usually includes non-linearization
and linearization. Nonlinear calculation has the characteristics of high accuracy but time-consuming.
Linearized calculation has the characteristics of high timeliness but low accuracy. Therefore, similar to
the method of autonomous docking in stages, the algorithm can be used in stages according to the
situation of motion. For example, for dynamic positioning, the first stage is non-linear, and a non-linear
prediction model is used. In the second stage, a linear model is used when the ship enters the required
position [132]. Or set up two levels of control framework. The high-level motion control is a linear
MPC (LMPC) controller, which optimizes the reference yaw rate. The low-level control is PID control,
which realizes the surge speed reference tracking [99].

In order to further improve MPC algorithm, state disturbance observer can be added [86,133];
Laguerre function can be introduced into model predictive controller [134]; multiple shooting methods
can be introduced into model predictive controller [135]; model predictive controller with on-line
optimization can be designed [136,137] or PI can be introduced into model predictive controller [85].

Line of sight (LOS) navigation is a method to simulate the sight of experienced sailors to achieve
convergence to the desired path. MPC can be used for LOS navigation law besides ship motion control
itself. For example, optimizing LOS navigation parameters, obtaining adaptive time-varying advance
distance [95], or designing predictor-based LOS (PLOS), updating adaptive terms online according
to prediction errors, to provide a more accurate guidance course [138]. The principle of MPC and its
improvement combined with other algorithms are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. The principle of model predictive control (MPC) and its improvement combined with other
algorithms.

4.2.4. Sliding Mode Control Algorithm

Sliding mode control (SMC) is also called variable structure control. Its advantage is that the
system structure design is simple, and does not change with the uncertainty and disturbance of
the system, so it has robustness and adaptability. However, in the later stage of SMC, because the
system state traverses the hyperplane back and forth, the system structure changes constantly, and the
control quantity will be chattering constantly, which is also a problem in the practical application
of SMC. SMC algorithm has a better control effect on large ships such as maneuverability (such as
VLCC) [139], Multi-ship coordinated positioning [82] and docking [54] under low-speed, non-linear
and environmental disturbances.
In order to improve the algorithm, considering the uncertainties of model parameters and the randomness of external disturbances, the backstepping method can be combined with SMC. The advantage of backstepping is that it has low determinism for the system and is superior to nonlinear systems. In addition to using the backstepping method to realize ship trajectory control [45,96]. A backstepping adaptive dynamic sliding mode controller[140] is designed. On this basis, an improved integral backstepping adaptive sliding mode control method for ships is designed. Because no upper bound is needed, the chattering of the sliding mode control itself is avoided [141]. Since the effect of sliding surface is in turn from inferior to superior: traditional sliding surface $\prec$ non-linear sliding surface $\prec$ exponential sliding surface, the algorithm can be optimized by combining exponential sliding surface sliding mode control with backstepping method [142]. In order to eliminate steady-state error and reduce chatter, researchers replace the signum function of the controller with smooth switching function [143] or continuous function [144] in the boundary layer near the switching surface, and then control it with backstepping method.

In addition, some related studies introduce nonlinear observer [55] or finite-time disturbance observer [113], gain scheduling method and adaptive gain adjustment method [73], or preview idea to reduce the transient overshoot in traditional sliding mode control [105], or design eigenvalue decomposition adaptive sliding mode controller [63] to reduce input chatter in SMC and precisely control ship motion. The upper bound of the uncertain part can be learned by using the NN to identify the object, reduce the dependence on the parameters of the model [145], or by using the non-linear approximation and self-learning ability of the NN, so that the controller can deal with the unknown upper bound [146]. By introducing reinforcement learning, a control chattering measurement variable and a reinforcement learning signal are defined. The structure and parameters of the NN are adjusted online to further suppress the chatter of the control variables [102]. The principle of SMC and its improvement combined with other algorithms are shown in Figure 11.

**Figure 11.** The principle of sliding mode control (SMC) and its improvement combined with other algorithms.

### 4.2.5. Active Disturbance Rejection Control Algorithm

Active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) is a new control technology independent of the system model. It can estimate and compensate for the internal and external disturbances of the system in real-time. Han [147] put forward the ADRC technology based on the original PID control technology, then the linear ADRC (LADRC) technology proposed by GAO [148] greatly simplifies the ADRC method, reduces the difficulty of parameter tuning of traditional ADRC technology, and still shows good control quality for complex uncertain non-linear controlled objects.

ADRC consists of four parts:
• Reasonably arranging the input transition process of the system and extracting the differential: “tracking differentiator (TD)”.
• Choosing the appropriate feedback combination method: “non-linear combination”.
• Estimating the state variables and disturbances: “extended state observer (ESO)”.
• Making full use of the special non-linear effect of “non-linear state error feedback (NLSEF)” to design the ADRC. The controller effectively accelerates the convergence speed and improves the dynamic performance of the control system.

At present, ADRC is widely used in ship motion control [149]. Relevant research has verified that ADRC has a high robustness and dynamic regulation ability for ship control in strong disturbance environment [64,106,150], including special propulsion structure ships (such as podded propulsion ships) [151,152], and integrated with adaptive LOS algorithm to achieve track optimization control [97]. However, there are still some difficulties in parameter tuning [83].

Based on the basic ADRC algorithm, the tracking differentiator is added and the control law is composed of two controlled variables. This method can break through the limitation that the original algorithm only applies to a single-input-single-output system [153]. The method of upgrading the second-order TD third-order ESO to the third-order TD fourth-order ESO high-order ADRC is used to control the heading instability when the rudder angle changes [72]. ADRC consists of four parts. For NLSEF, a dynamic surface control algorithm can be used to replace NLSEF [77], or an integral sliding surface can be introduced into NLSEF design to improve control efficiency [154].

In the parameter tuning of ADRC, the parameters of ADRC are optimized by fuzzy adaptive algorithm [77,155], the parameters of linear ESO are determined by bandwidth [156], the parameters of ADRC are identified by PSO [109], SVM [78] and artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm [84]. By introducing non-singular terminal sliding mode (NTSM) [157] or using a radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) identifier to set ADRC parameters, adjustable parameters can be reduced [158]. The principle of ADRC and its improvement combined with other algorithms are shown in Figure 12.

![Figure 12](image-url)

**Figure 12.** The principle of active disturbance rejection controller (ADRC) and its improvement combined with other algorithms.

4.2.6. Optimization Algorithm

With the deepening study of human, nature and interdisciplinary, as well as many characteristics of practical engineering problems (complexity, constraints, non-linearity, multi-minimization, modeling difficulties, etc.), the search for intelligent algorithms suitable for large-scale operation has become the focus of research, called optimization algorithm. The ideas and content of optimization algorithms involve a class of algorithms in mathematics, physics, biology, artificial intelligence, medicine, and mechanics. The advantages of these algorithms provide new ideas and means for solving complex
problems and have been successfully applied in many fields. The summary of current optimization algorithms is shown in the Table 4. optimization algorithms applied in the field of ship motion control are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Neural Network(NN) [159]</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>Simulated Annealing(SA) [160]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>Chaos theory [161]</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine(SVM) [162]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>Genetic Algorithm(GA) [163]</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>Tabu Search(TS) [164]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>Ant Colony Optimization(ACO) [165]</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>Particle Swarm Optimization(PSO) [166]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9)</td>
<td>Bacterial Foraging Algorithm(BFA) [167]</td>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm(AFSA) [168]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11)</td>
<td>Greedy Algorithm [169]</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm(ABC) [170]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13)</td>
<td>Wasp Swarm Algorithm(WSA) [171]</td>
<td>(14)</td>
<td>Monkey Search(MS) [172]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15)</td>
<td>Bee Collecting Pollen Algorithm(BCPA) [173]</td>
<td>(16)</td>
<td>Cuckoo Search(CS) [174]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17)</td>
<td>Gravitational Search Algorithm(GSA) [175]</td>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>Dolphin Partner Optimization(DPO) [176]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(19)</td>
<td>Bat Algorithm(BA) [177]</td>
<td>(20)</td>
<td>Firefly Algorithm(FA) [178]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(21)</td>
<td>Fruit Fly Optimization Algorithm(FFOA) [179]</td>
<td>(22)</td>
<td>Krill Herd(KH) [180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(23)</td>
<td>Grey Wolf Optimizer(GWO) [181]</td>
<td>(24)</td>
<td>Spider Monkey Optimization(SMO) [182]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(25)</td>
<td>Ant Lion Optimization Algorithm(ALOA) [183]</td>
<td>(26)</td>
<td>Whale Optimization Algorithm(WOA) [184]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(27)</td>
<td>Lion Optimization Algorithm(LOA) [185]</td>
<td>(28)</td>
<td>Beetle Antenna Search(BAS) [186]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The NN model has been considered as one of the most effective theories of automatic docking [87,119], which can learn and imitate the behavior of the human brain in the execution of ship docking stage. NN algorithm and PID controller are combined to design the new controller [60,88], which can resist high wind and wave disturbance [92]. This good effect is verified by simulation and experiment in the subsequent series of studies [89–91]. At present, the NN algorithm extends to wavelet neural network, backpropagation neural network (BPNN) and RBFNN and so on. Using NN algorithm alone [187,188] or combining with fuzzy control algorithm [76] can realize the improvement of control system parameters. Combining the learning ability of the NN with the prediction idea [74,104,189] can effectively improve the prediction speed and accuracy of ship motion. Combining with backstepping, the control is independent of any prior information of external disturbance [111,112,190], or NN and feedback control to improve the efficiency of controller design [110,191]. Besides, the algorithm for solving single hidden layer neural networks is called extreme learning machine (ELM) [192]. Under the premise of guaranteeing the learning accuracy, it is faster than the traditional learning algorithm to track the USV subjected to unknown dynamics and external interference [193,194]. To sum up, because of its strong learning and training ability, NN is better used in ship control, especially in autonomous docking. However, there are too many iterations in the learning process, so the real-time problem of the control algorithm remains to be solved.

GA, PSO, SVM, ACO, FFOA, ABC, and FA algorithms are often used for ship model parameters identification [32,195–201] or ship controller parameter adjustment. For example, optimizing ship fuzzy controller by introducing GA and PSO algorithm [108,202,203]; Optimizing the tuning parameters of ship PID controller by introducing GA and ACO [30,66]; Optimizing the course controller parameters based on SVM by introducing PSO [199]; Or optimizing the parameters of controller based on backstepping control and disturbance observer by FA [69].

Other applications of some algorithms in ship field are as follows: SA algorithm is used to determine ship routes [204]; TS algorithm is used to realize collision avoidance [116] and fleet repositioning [205]; greedy algorithm is used to arrange container transportation [206]. GSA algorithm is used to arrange ship cabins [207], BFA and PSO algorithm are combined to optimize ship collision avoidance path [115], AFSA algorithm is used to realize collision avoidance [114,208].

However, WSA, WS, BCPA, CS, DPO, BA, KH, GWO, SMO, ALOA, WOA, LOA and BAS algorithms have not been applied to ship filed at present. Although these optimization algorithms can not be applied to the ship field, their own algorithms have been improved to enhance the advantages of the algorithm [209–213]. Alternatively, optimization algorithms can be combined with each other to make up for the shortcomings of the algorithm itself. For example, chaos idea is
introduced into an optimization algorithm to enhance the convergence speed or avoid falling into local optimum [214–219]. The WOA is used to optimize the connection weight in the NN [220]. SA algorithm combined with the WOA algorithm is used to improve the best solution found after each iteration of the WOA algorithm [221]. The combination of the CS algorithm and BA algorithm with the KH algorithm [222,223] or BAS algorithm with PSO [224,225] can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the original algorithm. In addition, they can be combined with other control algorithms to achieve better adaptive control. For example, using the ACO algorithm for fuzzy recognition [226]. ALOA optimizes the PID controller[227].

4.2.7. Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a new technological for researching and developing theories, methods, technologies and application systems for simulating, extending and expanding human intelligence. AI has the largest scope and covers many areas. This paper only introduces deep learning (DL) and reinforcement learning (RL) and deep reinforcement learning (DRL). DL, or deep neural networks, is a data-based learning method in machine learning. RL, also known as neuro-dynamic programming and approximate dynamic programming [228], is a fast and efficient learning algorithm. DL and RL all belong to autonomous learning systems, but there are some differences between them. DL is a kind of static learning, which uses the existing data to train the algorithm, and then obtains the solution mode of the problem, and then uses this mode to predict the new data. RL can not only make use of existing data but also acquire new data by exploring the environment. It is a dynamic learning process of trial and error. With the proposal of deep Q-network (DQN) [229] and AlphaGo [230], deep reinforcement learning has become a research hotspot as a cross-direction between DL and RL. Compared with the traditional algorithms based on prior knowledge, DRL has a greater ability to adapt to complex system environment.

With the advancement and development of AI technology, the application of it in the field of water transport is increasing. Waterborne transport vehicles are divided into surface water ships and underwater ships. For underwater ships, relevant scholars use DRL based on actor-critic to achieve low-level control of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) [231]. For example, two neural networks are used to construct DRL [232], then actor-critic [233] or deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) is introduced to self-modify in subsequent research [234]. In order to reduce the dependence of model on control, a model-free reinforcement learning algorithm is proposed to solve the problem of AUV tracking the desired depth trajectories [235].

For surface water ships, relevant scholars have also made a series of studies on their trajectory control using AI technology. In the absence of prior knowledge of dynamic systems, an online selective RL method is designed for ship trajectory tracking based on the Gaussian process (GP) regression [107]. In the case of traditional LOS navigation, the actor–critic RL method has better tracking results [98,101]. Follow-up studies show that DQN and DDPG have good effects on navigation control [236]. Therefore, for ship straight and curve path-following, relevant scholars use the DDPG method to simulate three high-complexity dynamic models. It is concluded that the tracking result is better than the standard LOS navigation [100,228]. In addition to trajectory tracking, AI has also been applied to other aspects of ship motion. To solve the problem of ship steering, two DRL-based controllers (DDPG and normalized advantage function) are developed to help ships pass through designated gates [65]. Considering ocean currents effect, a path planning algorithm based on RL is designed [237]. Aiming at obstacle avoidance, a concise deep reinforcement learning obstacle avoidance (CDRLOA) algorithm is proposed to overcome the usability issue caused by complicated control laws in traditional analysis methods [238].
4.3. Summary of Ship Motion Control Research

Based on the above analysis, the research results of USV and conventional ship motion control in recent years are summarized.

1. In practice, a ship is 6-DOF, and usually only left-right symmetry and front-back asymmetry. Current research is mostly based on the 3-DOF symmetrical ship model or 4-DOF model, which leads to the fact that the current model of the ship is inconsistent with the facts, thus greatly reducing the reference and control accuracy of the motion controller designed based on the model.

2. According to the Section 4.2, the relationship of ship motion control algorithms is summarized as shown in the Figure 13. The intersection of squares in the graph indicates that the ideas of the algorithms can be integrated, and the arrow indicates that the algorithms are used in coordination with each other to improve the ship motion control effect.

Current ship control algorithms have their own advantages and disadvantages. The common methods are to integrate each other to make up for the inherent shortcomings of their own. The current research algorithm is summarized as follows.

(a) At present, the application of the PID control algorithm in ship motion is mainly based on the introduction of basic PID into other optimization algorithms, which can better meet the requirements of the adaptability of the ship control system. However, there are doubts about whether the search range of parameters needs to be set before the parameters are adjusted, and how to ensure the precise control of complex systems. In addition, the fractional-order PID and its combination with the optimization algorithm and prediction algorithm can be further studied.

(b) Fuzzy control is applicable to the control problem of a complex system that cannot be described by a mathematical model. It is often combined with the PID algorithm to realize ship motion control step by step or integration. The introduction of an optimization algorithm can enhance the adaptability of the algorithm and reduce the dependence on artificial parameters. On the whole, fuzzy control for ship control can reduce overshoot and shorten the time to achieve the goal. Fuzzy logic control has strong subjectivity and is mainly used in rough preliminary judgment stage. In the stage of fine judgment, we need to make up for the defects caused by subjective judgment. It can try to integrate other optimization algorithms with the fuzzy algorithm or fuzzy PID algorithm.

(c) The prediction algorithm can deal with nonlinear system problems such as multiple input, multiple output, and multiple constraints, and is suitable for large cargo ship motion systems. However, the controller design needs to consider both the approach error of the model and the real-time performance of the system. In the future, the logic of MPC can be combined with a variety of algorithms. How to combine predictive control with other algorithms and how to adjust the parameters in the algorithm are the future research points.

(d) Sliding mode control is mainly developed from classical sliding mode control or its own improved algorithm to the combination of backstepping and adaptive methods and then developed to introduce observers or intelligent algorithms for further error reduction. It gradually compensates for the shortcomings of sliding mode control, reduces chattering and enhances its robustness. Further fusion and improvement with machine learning can be considered to deal with the uncertainties of model parameters and external disturbances.

(e) ADRC has strong anti-interference ability, a simple algorithm, convenient digital implementation, small overshoot, and fast response. However, stability analysis is difficult and parameter setting is difficult. It is necessary to use the optimization algorithm for parameter selection. ADRC consists of four parts, which are often modified for the NLSEF
part to improve control efficiency. Whether the other parts can also be improved, such as fractional order PID, also introduced fractional order.

(f) The application of the optimization algorithm improves the adaptability of ship control, but the calculation results of the intelligent algorithm are random, and the application and research of the optimization algorithm are not comprehensive. Most optimization algorithms are not applied in the field of ship control.

(g) The application of AI in the shipping field is increasing gradually, and it has become an advanced control algorithm. It is mainly used for ship trajectory tracking, path planning, and obstacle avoidance. The application of AI technology in underwater ships and surface water ships can learn from each other.

3. The nonlinear ship system has many uncertain factors, so it is difficult to build accurate ship models. Using control algorithms that do not require precise models to process is a commonly used method at present. Therefore, reducing the dependence of the control algorithm on model is the development direction of research.

4. The inherent constraints such as maneuverability, maneuverability, and actuator saturation are seldom considered in controller design. At the same time, the general controller needs the high order derivative information of the system state, which is difficult to satisfy in the practical application.

5. The research on the automatic docking of the ship is less than that of the other ones. The main algorithms are NN and PID. The tugboat is mainly used to realize the docking of the cargo ship.

6. The model parameters of large ships are difficult to accurately obtained. At present, most of the research only carried out theoretical analysis and verification of the motion control algorithm in the simulation environment, or equal-scale model ship experiment, full-scale ship experiment is rare.

Figure 13. The relationship of ship motion control algorithms. Image: Authors.
5. Challenges and Prospects of Research on Motion Control of MASS

On 28 August 2018, the United States Department of Defense issued the report “Unmanned systems integrated roadmap 2017–2042” [239], which is mainly used to guide the comprehensive development of military unmanned aerial vehicles, unmanned submarines, unmanned surface vessels, and unmanned ground vehicles. The road map points out that interoperability, autonomy, network security, and human–machine collaboration are the four driving forces to accelerate the application of an unmanned system. With the advancement of AI technology, the unmanned operating system will be extended to a wide range of autonomous areas in the future. From remote control and automation systems to almost completely autonomous systems to support the needs of tasks. In this direction, the intelligent and adaptive level of MASS is gradually improved. Making MASS able to navigate in a complex marine environment for a long time, reliably, safely and independently and accomplish various missions is the future development goal. Therefore, this paper mainly describes the challenges and prospects in the aspects of model, control algorithm and control strategy.

1. In recent years, the production and research of USV have increased gradually. However, the development of large MASS is difficult than smaller USV, so most of the research can only use ships with known parameters, lacking the diversity of ship research and the universality of the results.

2. Because of the large size of MASS,
   (a) The influence of the external environment on MASS is more obvious than that of USV. Therefore, how to establish a more accurate wave and wind interference model is one of the key points in MASS research process.
   (b) Current research is mostly based on simulation, and how to carry out ship experiment on the results of motion control research is a difficult problem.

3. Current research on ship models are mostly based on the fully symmetrical three degrees of freedom, which is different from the facts, so it reduces the accuracy of motion controller control. At present, how to increase the degree of freedom of the motion control model of MASS, and how to build the propulsion model of multi-propeller, multi-rudder, pod propulsion and shaftless rim driven thruster become one of the important factors for the accuracy of the motion control of MASS. On this basis, the dynamic performances of various motions in still water, waves and surges are quite different, so the propulsion and control systems need to be further studied.

4. The structure of MASS is complex. With the addition of intelligent equipment, the uncertainty of equipment control is more than that of conventional ships, and the more constraints and influencing factors need to be considered.

5. Automatic docking and undocking is particularly important for the fulfill of MASS. It is an important and difficult research direction. How to establish an accurate model and control rate is one of the research focuses on MASS stabilization control. It needs further study and can be converted into practical application.

6. The control algorithm is usually based on the existing conventional control algorithm or a hybrid algorithm which makes use of its own advantages to compensate each other. It has its own shortcomings such as high complexity and poor real-time performance. Moreover, the algorithm requires high accuracy, strong dependence, self-adaptability and robustness of the ship model.
   (a) The order of the controller has some influence on the control effect, such as high order ADRC and fractional-order PID. Therefore, the control effect of the controller under different orders can be considered in the future.
   (b) Prediction idea can be widely combined with other algorithms, and an optimization algorithm can be used to adjust the parameters of the predictive control algorithm.
(c) Because different devices adopt different algorithms, and the algorithm itself has certain errors, it is necessary to control the algorithm as a whole and set compensatory parameters according to the errors of input and output results.

(d) Optimization algorithm has a certain randomness, and it is possible to get the local optimal solution, which makes the adjustment of control system parameters deviate. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate many times or improve the optimization algorithm.

(e) For the research of AI technology in the ship field, we can try to use the learning trajectory of other motion controllers to guide the learning process. In addition, AI technology has not been applied to the field of autonomous docking of ships. In the future, AI technology can be considered for docking and even the whole navigation process.

(f) The neural network algorithm in the optimization algorithm occupies an important position in AI technology, which indicates the possibility of combining the two. At present, there is a research on combining bat algorithm (BA) with Q-learning. The bat Q-learning algorithm is designed by these two algorithms to realize Q-value sharing strategy [240]. In the future, we can consider combining other optimization algorithms with AI.

(g) In terms of parameter tuning, it is a future research point to choose an appropriate optimization algorithm under different conditions.

(h) The applicability of different control algorithms for different ship types needs to be studied.

7. Due to the safety, cost, and size of MASS, how to carry out MASS experiments is the focus of future research.

8. The level of autonomy of MASS represents the mission execution ability of the system. Current research on ship motion control only focuses on a single type of motion, and there is no complete response strategy for the whole ship from sailing to docking. MASS undertakes the cargo transportation process. Because the whole process is unmanned, a complete set of autonomous control strategy is needed to enhance the adaptability of MASS to various types of motion control. In this paper, an autonomous control strategy is proposed, as shown in the Figure 14.

As can be seen from Figure 14, the controller of the MASS motion control system should have the function of judging the motion state of the ship and selecting the algorithms. The system judges the current state of ship motion (such as normal navigation, docking or emergency), then the control decision system chooses the current motion instructions and the appropriate control algorithm. Because the adaptive control algorithms for different ships are not identical, the control system algorithm library can be added to make the control system switch more appropriate
control strategies according to the situation (such as environmental disturbance), so as to obtain better robustness.

9. The current research results of under-actuated mechanical systems, such as robots and spacecraft, are far more abundant than those of control systems because the nonlinear characteristic is the same. It can be considered that the mature control methods in these fields can be applied to the motion control of MASS. While realizing the autonomy of MASS, it also establishes the foundation for the future integration of all-round unmanned systems of land, sea, and air.
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